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MASTERING EQUIPMENT 

The Boston Symphony Orchestra was founded in 1881 by Henry Lee Higginson. Its �rst conductor was George Henschel, who was a noted baritone as well as conductor, and a close friend of 
Johannes Brahms. For the orchestra, Henschel devised innovative orchestral seating charts and sent them 
to Brahms, who replied approvingly and commented on the issues raised by horn and viola sections in a 
letter of mid-November 1881 .
 The orchestra's four subsequent music directors were all trained in Austria, including the seminal and 
highly in�uential Hungarian-born conductor Arthur Nikisch, in accordance with the tastes of Higginson. 
Wilhelm Gericke served twice, from 1884 to 1889 and again from 1898, to 1906. According to Joseph 
Horowitz's review of correspondence, Higginson considered 25 candidates to replace Gericke after 
receiving notice in 1905. He decided not to o�er the position to Gustav Mahler, Fritz Steinbach, and 
Willem Mengelberg but did not rule out the young Bruno Walter if nobody more senior were to accept. 
He o�ered the position to Hans Richter in February, 1905, who declined, to Felix Mottl in November, who 
was previously engaged, and then to previous director Nikisch, who declined; the post was �nally o�ered 
to Karl Muck, who accepted and began his duties in October, 1906. He was conductor until 1908 and 
again from 1912-1918.
 The music director 1908-12 was Max Fiedler. He conducted the premiere of Ignacy Jan Paderewski's 
Symphony in B minor "Polonia" in 1909.
 During World War I, Muck (born in Germany but a Swiss citizen since childhood), was arrested, shortly 
before a performance of the St. Matthew Passion in 1918, and interned in a prison camp without trial or charge until the end of the war, when he was deported. He vowed never to return, and 
conducted thereafter only in Europe. Its next two music directors were French: Henri Rabaud, who took over from Muck for a season, and then Pierre Monteux from 1919 to 1924. Monteux, 
because of a musician's strike, was able to replace 30 players, thus changing the orchestra's sound; the orchestra developed a reputation for a "French" sound which persists to some degree to 
this day.
Alsatian maestro Charles Munch had made his conducting debut in Boston in 1946. He led orchestra on its �rst overseas tour, and also produced their �rst stereo recording in February 1954 for 
RCA Victor. In 1952, Munch appointed the �rst woman to hold a principal chair in a major U. S. orchestra, �utist Doriot Anthony Dwyer, who remained as BSO principal for 38 years.
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This recording is spellbinding. Commissioned by former conductor Serge Koussevitzky for the 
Boston Symphony Orchestra, this Bartok performance was the �rst recording produced by the 
RCA Layton/Mohr team for the BSO under Leinsdorf's direction. Erich Leinsdorf brought 
Austrian attention to detail to the orchestra after the laissez-faire approach of his predecessor, 
the marvelous Charles Munch. Having seen and heard both conductors of the Boston 
Symphony, I marveled at the way the board of directors navigated the treacherous waters of 
directorship selection transitioning from Munch to Leinsdorf. Leinsdorf took this already great 
orchestra down the path of tighter discipline and established a sheen of performance that 
could both be rapturously appealing and steely cold simultaneously! He reorganized the 
orchestral layout, splitting the �rst and second violins, placed the orchestra on stage risers as 
Koussevitzky had done and achieved stunning recorded sound with RCA engineers through a 
number of tedious trial microphone placement sessions alluded to in the program notes. If you 
have never been to Symphony Hall in Boston to hear this great orchestra in one of the world's 
best music halls, this recording conveys everything worth the trip but the statues and gold leaf 
in the hall! The analog recorded sound is astonishing and the performances illuminating and 
vivid. 
This was the debut recording of Erich Leinsdorf with the Boston Symphony. It was issued with 
a free second LP called "The Golden years of the Boston Symphony," a little treasure of a 
sampler with excerpts from pieces conducted by the orchestra's previous great conduc-

tors.Leinsdorf's 1962 interpretation has always been for me the de�nitive one, despite the 
overwhelming popularity of Reiner's ground-breaking 1955 version. There's a classical unity to 
the Leinsdorf that I like, as opposed to Reiner's slightly more disjointed approach.The Leinsdorf 
has been criticized as lacking in warmth. While that may to some extent be true, it more than 
makes up for it with its incisive bite. The Leinsdorf reading can be absolutely spine-tingling.It's 
almost unimaginable to equate the austere Leinsdorf, who when conducting barely moved his 
hands, with the incredible momentum and power he generated in this performance. Credit for 
this must be shared with the Boston Symphony itself, which had given the premiere of the 
"Concerto" and for whose successive members the piece was an important legacy.
Among Leinsdorf’s most memorable musical legacies, this version of Concerto for Orchestra 
has been considered for most audiences as one of his most pyramidal recordings. He conferred 
the Boston that spectacular and uniquely involved sound that featured the splendor of the 
golden period of the American orchestras between 1920 and 1970.
The 1964 version of Hary Janos with Leinsdorf and the BSO has long been revered as an 
audiophile’s choice rendition. Leinsdorf must have well loved this music, having recorded an 
earlier realization for Capitol Records with the Philharmonia Orchestra. Here, in this satirical 
music, Leinsdorf and the BSO project a resonant sense of virtuosity, particularly in the BSO 
brass, battery, and woodwinds. Leinsdorf also recorded a �ne account of Kodaly’s “Peacock” 
Variations, which still remains a collector’s item awaiting new CD incarnation.



 Please Note:  In the interest of preserving the superb sound quality of these historic recordings, they have been preserved in their original,  pristine state for maximum 
�delity. Transferred from commercially released, analog reel-to-reel tapes (some of which are more than 50 years old), the recordings themselves can be subject to certain 

"artifacts" which are an inseparable part of the original analog recording process, such as tape "hiss" or other defects, and these may be audible on certain music tracks.  
 Because your CD or DVD-A was individually "burned" in order to realize superior sound quality to stamped, mass-produced versions, microscopic cosmetic blemishes may 

be visible. Please regard these tiny marks as  evidence of the "human touch" in the care and individual attention that each and every HDTT disc receives during its very 
demanding  manufacturing process.

For more info e-mail us:
admin@highdeftapetransfers.com

or visit our website:
www.highdeftapetransfers.com
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Bartok Concerto for Orchestra / Kodaly Hary Janos Suite / Erich Leinsdorf Boston Sym

 Orch

1-Introduzione. Andante non troppo – Allegro vivace 
2-"Giuoco delle coppie". Allegretto scherzando 
3-"Elegia". Andante non troppo 
4-"Intermezzo interrotto". Allegretto 
5-Finale. Presto 

 ERICH LEINSDORF / BOSTON SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA

Bartok Concerto for Orchestra / Kodaly Hary Janos Suite
Leinsdorf

Concerto for Orchestra 6-Prelude; The Fairy Tale Begins
7-Viennese Musical Clock
8-Song
9-The Battle And Defeat Of Napoleon
10-Intermezzo
11-Entrance Of The Emperor And His Court 

Hary Janos Suite


